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loud computing platforms today help
organizations to break-free from the outdated
‘manual processes’, boost the agility and
reduce the cost per unit of the production process.
With high cloud computing flexibility, along with
reduced security threats, Amazon Web Services
(AWS) has evolved to become a major player in the
cloud services landscape. AWS offers its prolific
cloud-based services through its diversified SaaS
solutions, helping business to achieve their full
potential. Today, different industries are leveraging
AWS solutions to streamline their business in
multiple areas—from big data analytics to the
management of digital information.
AWS helps companies promote innovation,
streamline IT management, and increase
responsiveness through real-time workload
balance. The infrastructure from AWS is enabling
many firms in effortlessly running their operations

Elastic Cloud Gate
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on the cloud—from big data projects, database
management solutions, and disaster recovery tools
to mobile apps. Further, the storage and content
delivery options enable businesses to function
smoothly with un-hindered flow of information.
AWS has been maximizing client throughput
by enhancing a firm’s cloud resource control,
compliance, and security through optimized
and cost-effective strategies. To help CIO’s find
the right AWS solution, and the right strategy, a
distinguished panel comprising of CEOs, CIOs,
CMOs, VCs, analysts and the CIO Review editorial
board has selected top players who have immense
expertise in the AWS landscape.
In our selection, we have looked at the vendor’s
capability to fulfill the need for cost-effective
and flexible AWS solutions. We present to you
CIO Review’s 20 Most Promising AWS Solution
Providers 2015.
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Elastic Cloud Gate

Elastic Cloud Gate is the exclusive SaaS
solution provider for advanced managing and
automation of Amazon AWS resources
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oday, with cloud computing, AWS features not only
reduce costs of implementing recovery strategies but
also make the operational processes much easier to
configure. “However, when it comes to the IT infrastructure,
whether it is on-premise, virtual or on the cloud, one of the
major challenges for companies is to be prepared for any kind
of disaster that might hit the servers. In case of a disaster, the
IT department must be ready and quick to restore servers and
bring them back to operational state. This can be facilitated by
AWS infrastructure services. Often, AWS deployment is a rising In an instance, Elastic Cloud Gate’s client—a foreign government
challenge for businesses. Headquartered at, Natick, MA, Elastic agency needed help with the backups of their servers. They were
Cloud Gate has the required competencies and the expertise to struggling to maintain copies of all of their EC2 (Elastic Compute
implement AWS in a dexterous manner to help organizations Cloud) servers and EBS (Elastic Block Store) volumes. They
prevent disasters and derive maximum benefits.
also required tools to reduce AWS bills by shutting down EC2
Elastic Cloud Gate helps the clients to devise and implement server based on the scheduler. “Our portal helped them to not
strategies to protect data by taking timely backups and avoid any only schedule backups of EC2 instances and EBS volumes on
kind of losses that might be incurred in the event of
regular and periodic basis, but also automated copying of EC2
a downtime. The company serves the clients by
images to different AWS region,” states Hetman. In the end,
meticulously focusing on AWS Management,
the agency restored servers even in the case of outage of the
Automation, Security, Backups and Disaster
primary region. Furthermore, the agency was able to reduce
Recovery.
the monthly AWS bill by automating the period for which
To help companies leverage the most value
the servers ran and shut them down overnight.
from an AWS deployment and acquire top-flight
Elastic Cloud Gate is profoundly client-centric and is
performance, versatility, and security with the
primarily driven by the needs of the clients. “80 percent
least expenditure of resources, Elastic Cloud Gate’s
of the features we add are based on the requests
products come with many features. Some of them
received from our clients,” claims
include EC2 Scheduler, Auto Scaling, Security
Hetman. “We are not adding new
Management, Disaster Recovery and
features just because we think they
Monitoring. The company aims to provide
might be useful for clients, but
advanced solutions for users who need
because the clients need them,”
help in automating and optimizing their
he adds.
AWS management tasks. “We provide
In the future, one of the maassistance in managing AWS tasks that
jor milestones Elastic Cloud
cannot be managed directly from the
Gate intends to achieve is to
AWS console,” says Hetman. The
take their services to the next
company also helps the clients to
level. Elastic Cloud Gate
manage the user limits for granting
aims at making AWS seraccess permissions to various
vices more robust, reliable,
functions of AWS. “The clients
and flexible by allowing its
can track their billing and resource
clients to have an easy access
utilization directly from the Elastic
to the solutions. “We are also
Cloud Gate portal,” affirms Hetman.
Remek Hetman
planning to develop a mobile
Using its expertise in the AWS
app that will allow pushing all
platform, Elastic Cloud Gate has been
AWS alerts directly to clients’
able to meet the needs of many clients.
phones,” concludes Hetman.

We provide assistance in managing AWS
tasks that cannot be managed directly
from the AWS console
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